The accelerating integration of cyber technologies into physical infrastructure systems has radical implications for the operation, management, and vulnerabilities of our critical systems. Viewing the embedding of smart technologies in infrastructure as simply an interconnectedness of systems is insufficient. The acceleration of the coupling may represent a profound shift in the relationships between humans and their services. It lays the groundwork for explosions of artificial intelligence, new capacities for services, radical changes in efficiency, and new vulnerabilities. Yet we continue to approach infrastructure design and management with principles that don't reflect this new paradigm. To frame the challenges associated with modernizing infrastructure for accelerating cyberphysical relationships, we describe the new capabilities and vulnerabilities, and changes in approaches and thinking that are needed for the emerging complexity. We conclude by describing how infrastructure education and training will need to fundamentally shift from a focus on managing complicated physicals systems to working within complex cyberphysical systems that are likely to be governed by software.
I. INTRODUCTION
The benefits of cybertechnologies integrated into infrastructure are becoming clearer. In 2017 the City of San Diego saw energy use drop by 60% after LEDs were installed downtown in conjunction with optical, auditory, and environmental sensors. In 2018 the Arizona Department of Transportation reported that more than a dozen wrong way drivers were prevented from entering freeways by new thermal cameras and warning systems. California in late 2019 released an early warning system, providing residents with precious additional seconds to find safety before an earthquake. The increasing integration of cybertechnologies into infrastructure is creating vulnerabilities that we haven't ever experienced. A few days before Christmas in 2015 operators in the Prykkarpatyaoblenergo electric utility watched as their Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system mouse pointer moved across the screen, no longer under their control, disabling substation after substation shutting down power across Ukraine. In 2017 hackers were able to access and transfer a casino's data using a vulnerability exploit in The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jenny Mahoney. a wifi connected fish tank sensor used to regulate water temperature, food, and water quality. In 2019 a randsomware attack brought the City of Baltimore's data management systems to a halt, suspending critical services related to real estate and communications. Our increasingly connected systems are a new frontier for infrastructure, one that offers remarkable new capabilities to deliver new or augmented services and lower costs, while on the other end, creating radically new vulnerabilities that have never been faced or even conceived. The integration of cyber and physical systems is accelerating. Yet the tools that we have at our disposal to manage this integration and the outlook that we have about what this integration means remain rooted in the past century.
The number of devices that are now connected is exploding, and infrastructure is part of the trend. Estimates vary but generally show acceleration of growth in both the number of connected devices and the amount of data being transferred. Devices and data are growing faster than the global population and number of internet users [1] . There are currently around 22 billion connected devices (approximately 3 per planetary citizen) with expectations of roughly 30 billion by 2022. The growth in information traffic is outpacing that of devices. Mobile traffic has grown 17 fold between 2012 and 2017, and mobile devices are projected to average 10.7 gigabytes of data traffic per month by 2022, up from 2.3 gigabytes in 2017 [2] . The amount and quality of data (e.g., video resolution) being transmitted is increasing [1] , [3] . Specific to infrastructure, the growth in machine-to-machine technologies (M2M) are of particular interest, with a projected 34% annual growth rate to 2022 [1] . M2M refers to the direct communication between devices, which has been transitioning from closed network models to open allowing devices to avoid communications hub and instead communicate directly with a centralized system or users (creating the potential for new technologies such as autonomous connected vehicle fleets). This category of interconnected devices has the largest growth, more than smart phones and personal computers. These devices are projected to drive much of the interconnectedness of smart cities and their infrastructure.
Viewing the embedding of smart technologies in infrastructure as simply an interconnectedness of systems is insufficient, if not irresponsible. The accelerating of the coupling may represent a singularity, a profound shift in the relationships between humans and their services [4] . It lays the groundwork for explosions of artificial intelligence, new capacities for services, radical changes in efficiency, and with those new vulnerabilities. At the infancy of this shift, our comprehension of the implications of an accelerating cyberphysical world remains limited, and as such our ability to manage the implications and protect against vulnerabilities is likely woefully lacking. This unpreparedness has major implications for infrastructure managers and engineering education. It raises questions as to whether the next generation of leaders have the appropriate competencies to steer infrastructure as it transitions.
It's important to understand the context in which the acceleration of the interconnectedness between cyber and physical systems is happening. The demand for services delivered by infrastructure is one side of the story. Physical infrastructure systems (water, power, transportation, etc.) have largely been built to provide services that have for decades been relatively stable. We want water from a faucet the same way we did a century ago. How we demand electricity hasn't changed much from 1882 when Edison begin providing power through his Pearl Street Station to lower Manhattan. And over the past 70 or so years we (particularly those in the U.S.) have largely demanded automobility, and the associated transportation infrastructure that hasn't radically changed in technology (but certainly extent) in this time. As such, the technologies that make up the backbone of our physical infrastructure systems have remained relatively stable for decades, if not centuries [5] . Certainly new technologies have been added, and efficiencies introduced, but water mains, pumps, transmission lines, transformers, and asphalt continue to dominate the core structure and functioning of these systems. If we were to bring Thomas Edison to today in a time machine he'd largely understand the power grid. But if we were to show Alexander Graham Bell a modern smart phone he'd be flummoxed by the black mirror. The acceleration of cyber technologies means that the cycle time (how quickly a past generation is replaced by a new generation) is now outpacing that of infrastructure. This is part of the challenge, working with cyberphysical systems that can't be treated as traditional coupled systems, given that cyber is cycling faster and faster than the physical.
Concurrent with the technological change and increasing coupling of cyber and physical systems, there has been rapid acceleration in other fields, as well as social and political structures. Massive advances in computational power, data storage, and data analytics are driving advances in artificial intelligence and social media. At the same time we've seen a shift in military policy with a rise in asymmetric warfare strategies by nation states with weaker hardware, smaller armies, or less prepared armies that engage in cyberattacks to affect the strategic balance of power [6] , [7] . Nationstates have adopted explicit strategies of civilizational conflict which make all of society's systems, from finance to infrastructure to health, targets [8] . The combination of rapid advancement of digital technologies, increasing interconnectedness of cyber and physical systems, different outlooks on humans, and differing approaches to warfare, represents a radically new paradigm, and infrastructure is at the center. We can't ignore this context as we design and manage infrastructure going forward.
Towards providing insights into the design and management of infrastructure in a future with potentially new demands for services, vulnerabilities, and relationships between people, the environment, and technologies, we explore the changing cyberphysical dynamics and its implications. We start by exploring technological acceleration theory and what that means for infrastructure. Next, we describe how transitions from physical to cyberphysical infrastructure will create new capabilities, and vulnerabilities. We consider the changing relationship between people and their services as mediated by infrastructure, as we accelerate the cyber integration of physical systems. We conclude by recommending how infrastructure education and management must shift from models that emphasize systems as they've been to systems that will be controlled by cyber technologies.
We discuss three coupled but conceptually different systems: 1) cyber and Information and Communication Technology (ICT) infrastructure; 2) physical infrastructure, that increasingly includes ICT functionality and technology; and 3) the ''institutional context'' of infrastructure (including education and management). We don't view this article as an exhaustive exploration or summary of all of the issues relevant to cyberphysical systems, but more so an effort to elucidate new thinking about the rapidly changing relationship between technologies, infrastructure and people.
II. ACCELERATING INTELLIGENCE
In 1999 Ray Kurzweil noted that many technologies tend to grow exponentially and as such the 21st century can be expected to yield 20,000 historical years of relative progress [4] . He branded this phenomenon as the Law of Accelerating Returns, which if true is accelerating humankind towards technological change so radical and profound that we cannot comprehend the implications. The Law of Accelerating Returns is a theory of change acceleration, which in general describes the increasing rate of technological progress that ultimately results in profound social and cultural change; many theories of change acceleration exist [4] , [9] - [11] . While technology has always moved forward, the rate at which technology has changed up until recent times has mirrored population growth, meaning that essentially all of the world's population remained at subsistence levels of production and consumption [12] , [13] . But at the dawn of the 21st century evidence accumulates that technological change is now increasingly exponentially, representing a new paradigm for humans and the systems they operate [14] , [15] . This acceleration creates remarkable new opportunities, and also hazards and vulnerabilities, and implies a future that is difficult to meaningfully comprehend. How long such an acceleration can proceed has been the subject of much debate [16] . However, as we look forward at the coming century there is accumulating evidence to warrant a critical examination of the implications of technological acceleration [15] . Technological acceleration is attributed to positive feedback loops, and trends of increasing integration of cyber into physical systems raise questions of whether the perceived benefits of cyber result in integration in infrastructure that thereby changes services and vulnerabilities creating new cyber-integration demands.
A. MATURATION OF CYBER TECHNOLOGIES
Infrastructures have, for decades, operated as either purely physical systems or with limited and often isolated computing capabilities, frequently included in system design as mechanical devices (inertial and centrifugal governors on steam engines might be regarded as a form of computational device, for example). More recently, sensors, software, and digital controls (including SCADA) have been increasingly used since the latter half of the twentieth century, but these digital systems largely functioned to augment the core underlying infrastructure which, for decades, if not longer have been largely driven by physical systems and hardware. But recent advances in hardware and software are driving the accessibility, usability, and cost of cyber-technologies down. Rajkumar [17] provides a useful synthesis of the factors that are pushing and pulling cyber technologies leading to their ubiquity. Sensors are now available to measure the properties at nano to macro scales. Actuators have become ubiquitous (again across scales). Alternative energy sources are maturing. Satellite and wireless communications are available across the globe, and internet connectivity is growing. At the same time, computing and storage capabilities are improving, and appearing in ever smaller form factors. Demand for these technologies is also growing. Building and environmental controls, critical infrastructure monitoring, process control, factory automation, healthcare, aerospace, and defense are all advancing cyberphysical systems as industries strive for radical new capabilities and efficiencies. The result is a new paradigm of infrastructure that includes hardware, software, firmware, and wetware (people) integrated into new technohuman infrastructure. These systems are now smart and connected, delivering the ability to measure system, natural, and human dynamics, in ways that weren't feasible a short time ago. They are able to generate, see, and make sense of massive data streams (often using integrated AI/human capabilities), and send data to users in real time, in ways that heretofore have not been possible. This changing paradigm will shift how we interact with infrastructure and what we ask them to do.
The proliferation of lower cost, smaller, more efficient, and more powerful computing technologies coupled with data transfer, storage, and management technologies, and supported by emerging techniques to make sense of voluminous and federated datasets, including AI, represents profound new capabilities and efficiencies for physical systems [17] . This confluence of technologies represents an important transition period for infrastructure. Prior to this maturation we typically think of infrastructure as largely ''dumb'' physical systems absent of powerful and connected systems driven at large scale by software intelligence [18] . The proliferation of the internet and augmentation of communication capacities (including bandwidth and communication protocols) has resulted in radical new possibilities for physical systems. These new technologies represent new capabilities for how we understand and interact with natural and human systems.
B. BENEFITS OF CYBERPHYSICAL SYSTEMS
Indeed the integration of cyber and physical systems creates new capabilities that didn't exist before. But it is what these capabilities enable that drive the accelerating integration of the systems. Prior to discussing infrastructure at broad scales it is useful to examine a parallel but smaller technology and its integration of cyber and physical systems, the automobile. Until the 1950s automobile technologies had no cyber technologies; they were purely mechanical systems linked to each other via other mechanical systems or controlled through the cognitive capacities of the driver. The first sensors integrated into cars simply alerted drivers to problematic conditions such as low oil pressure or charge via a dashboard light [19] . But critical system functioning was controlled by valves and other mechanical devices that responded directly to the driver's input. In 1968 Volkswagen introduced the first microchip into a car to control fuel injection and minimize emissions, a device now known as an Electronic Fuel Injector (EFI). Today's EFIs take in readings from dozens of subsystem sensors, perform millions of calculations per second, and adjust the spark timing and how long the fuel injector is open, ensuring the lowest emissions and highest fuel economy [20] . By 1999 cars had dozens of microprocessors [21] . Today, sensors, processors, cameras, accelerometers, and other technologies result in 65Mb/s of data transferred throughout a vehicle, roughly 2 miles of cabling, and 280 connections to manage power and that data [22] . It's naïve to think that pushing a gas pedal directly engages the engine. Instead a computer determines based on your past behavior, environmental conditions, and readings from the vehicle how to give you the best ride. But this is just one scale of the system. Navigation software (e.g., Google Maps) now takes into account thousands of other drivers and routes you based not simply on the shortest travel time in an unloaded network but with consideration of how all other users of the system are traveling. Hybrid electric vehicles can learn your frequent destinations and automatically switch to electric power as you approach those destinations, thereby saving you on gas [23] . The integration of cyberphysical systems across scales as they relate to the automobile, the efficiencies they introduce, and the new capabilities radically alter our relationship with mobility services.
Cyberphysical infrastructure allow for new capabilities to optimize systems across broad scales and time frames, create new efficiencies, and create multifunctionality where it didn't exist before. Consider the telephone, initially a handset on a dedicated circuit that offered only voice communication, whereas a modern mobile phone provides voice, text, video, music, picture taking capability, games, and a myriad of other apps all on one physical device, driven over one communications infrastructure. Fundamentally, the integration of cyber into physical systems creates new cognitive capacity about the system by shifting it towards relying more critically on information. New insights are created about not only the internal functioning and relationships between subsystems but also the demands (needs) being placed for the services. New optimization techniques are created with the integration of cyber creating the potential for efficiency gains. Sensors that detect ambient light can be used to control whether traffic lights are on or off, and their intensity when they're on, thereby reducing the need for electricity. Realtime information driving forecasts for electricity demand (power is perhaps the most historical major cyberphysical infrastructure) allows operators to deploy supply as needed. And in the case of mobility, a large scale connected vehicle fleet (possibly through Google Maps and emerging vehicle-to-vehicle communication technologies) offers the potential to shave peak demand thereby reducing the need for new infrastructure and changing the kind of infrastructure that transportation engineers need to think about. Parking lots become less important; charging stations become more important. These are possibilities that we can comprehend. With the deployment of artificial intelligence into cyberphysical systems the capabilities with full autonomy and humans not in control are beyond comprehension. But even today and in the near future, before the advent of AI, we must recognize that each new capability brings with it the potential for vulnerabilities and exploits.
III. VULNERABILITIES
With great promise comes the potential for radically new vulnerabilities, the likes with which we have never seen with infrastructure. These vulnerabilities arise not simply because new exploits are created, but are largely due to the new capabilities for exploiting operators, users, control systems, distributed software, and hardware. These vulnerabilities arise at a time when cyberattack tools have become available to low-expertise hackers and nation-states have established and tested strategies, and established resources for asymmetric warfare.
A. TAXONOMIES OF THREATS
To understand how cyber threats emerge in infrastructure a taxonomy is helpful. Many taxonomies exist for cyber threats, differing depending on the phase of the hacking process (data collection, storage, processing, etc.), target, actors, methods, techniques, or capabilities [24] . There is no preeminent taxonomy for threats to cyber-infrastructure systems. To understand these threats it is helpful to first take a perspective within an infrastructure risk model. NIST's Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments provides a helpful model for framing risk factors for infrastructure management. Cyber threat taxonomies can map to the risk processes in NIST's model providing a roadmap for analyzing threats as they relate to infrastructure. Starting with the threat source, taxonomies describe the types of actors involved in attacks including professional criminals, state actors, terrorists, cyber vandals, hacktivists, internal actors, and cyber researchers [25] . They may focus on the threat event and techniques used including degree of automation, exploited weakness, source address validity, possibility of characterization, attack rate dynamics, impact on the victim, victim type, and persistence of agent [26] . The attack vector, vulnerability, and exploit have also been the focus of taxonomies. Hansman and Hunt [27] catalog and map the types of attacks to targets (including hardware and software exploits) and the corresponding vulnerabilities. Harry and Gallagher [24] focus their taxonomy on the impacts of attacks by describing the outcomes of disruptions of operations and illicit acquiring of information. Figure 1 shows how organizational risk is a result of different sources of attacks, event types, impacts, and vulnerabilities.
While the level of sophistication and number of attacks has increased over time, the intruder expertise has decreased. This trend reflects the growing availability of tools to cyberattackers. While in the past considerable expertise and resources were needed to conduct an attack, it is becoming more and more common for a small number of expert hackers to make their tools available to a broader community of novice hackers. This growing body of cybercriminals has the capability of deploying an arsenal at ever increasing scales, diversity, and sophistication with increasingly devastating effects [27] , [31] , [32] . This trend reflects a new reality of cyberattacks. As U.S. National Intelligence Director James Clapper testified ''Rather than a 'Cyber Armageddon' scenario that debilitates the entire US infrastructure, we envision something different. We foresee an ongoing series of low-to-moderate level cyber attacks from a variety of sources over time, which will impose cumulative costs on US economic competitiveness and national security'' [33] . The ongoing low to moderate level attacks may reflect a Death by 1000 Cuts civilizational conflict strategy [8] , or simply that the vulnerabilities inherent in today's cyberdesigns attract an ever-increasing number of unrelated attacks.
The level of sophistication of the attacker directly informs the strategies that should be developed when preparing for a cyberattack (Figure 2 ). Conventional threats include cyber vandalism and incursion often involving disgruntled or suborned insiders, denial-of-service attacks, and hackers who have obtained legitimate user credentials [29] . Conventional threats can be approached by practice-driven risk management strategies that largely focus on basic hygiene and critical information protection (protocols for password changes, software updates, hardware updates, software installations, limiting users, and backing up data). Advanced threats represent cyber adversaries that learn and evolve, such that compliance and good-practice driven strategies are insufficient, and new competencies and threat-specific knowledge are needed (actors capable of such sophisticated cybercampaigns, such as Russia's Cozy Bear, are known as Advanced Persistent Threats) [29] . While conventional threats can often be handled by a properly trained IT department, advanced threats may require sustained and directed resources for cybersecurity and management of corresponding initiatives, and appropriate staff, tools, and strategic planning. Agility may be required to consider the goals of attackers, the techniques the attacker may use, and the appropriate anticipatory and reactive responses an organization can deploy to protect itself.
B. COMPLEXITY AND VULNERABILITY
As our infrastructure systems evolve towards greater complexity, in many ways defined by the increasing coupling of cyber and physical systems, vulnerabilities will need to be managed differently. We define infrastructure complexity here as the changing technical, environmental, and social context that engineers and managers must navigate to deliver and evolve services [34] . What is particularly interesting about the complexity associated with infrastructure is the speed and scale of which other systems are being integrated. The changing relationship of infrastructure users with the systems they rely on (e.g., the availability and price of parking spaces, the real-time arrival of the next transit vehicle, how to reroute to avoid traffic, the timed use of low-cost electricity by home appliances, the number of infrastructure elements that are offline in their region) through apps and internet connected services is exploding, fundamentally altering people's understanding and thereby use of services [35] .
With the new possibilities created through cyberphysical systems comes vulnerabilities and exploits that didn't exist before, some of which transcend the cyberphysical system. It's possible to conceive of cyber attackers no longer needing to target the cyberphysical system itself, but instead conditioning operators with targeted disinformation. Most attacks on infrastructure occur from within, generally disgruntled employees with internal access [36] . In 2006 engineers sabotaged intersection controls in Los Angeles, and in 2000 an ex-employee disabled critical SCADA systems with the hopes of being re-hired to fix the problem [37] , [38] . With new means for engaging with these operators, e.g., through social media, we can conceive of a new method for inciting sabotage without directly engaging with the infrastructure. In 2019 utility operators were targeted with emails impersonating their accreditation society baiting them to open malware attachments masked as notifications that their professional credentials were being revoked [39] . The attachments contained the LookBack virus that would give the cyberattackers access to the utility's systems. Another vulnerability that is receiving considerable attention is the controlling of outgoing information about an attack to distort facts and condition a particular response. Reflexive control (the means of conveying to a partner or an opponent specially prepared information to incline him to voluntarily make the predetermined decision desired by the initiator of the action), a principle developed by Russia since the 1960s, is particularly wellsuited for the hyper-connected and information rich era [40] . The case of the 2015 Ukranian power grid cyberattack, for example, was part of a broader Russia strategy that involved denial of service attacks, disinformation campaigns (including social media, mass media, and internet trolls), and energy diplomacy (involving coercion that forced Ukraine to pay market prices for oil and gas), that together sowed disinformation across international outlets. The strategy allowed Russia to deploy minimal forces thereby staying below the threshold for international intervention, while achieving their objective of stopping a revolution that threatened to overturn the pro-Russian administration [41] , [42] .
The possibilities for impact are no longer limited to the systems themselves, but span the interconnected systems in which our technical systems function. A challenge remains that those who understand the threat landscape and the complex tools being deployed are largely disconnected from those making day-to-day decisions about infrastructure. While in the U.S. the National Institute of Standards and Technology and Department of Homeland Security issue valuable guidelines and recommendations for how to prepare for and protect against cyberattacks [28] , [43] ; the reality of infrastructure at the ground level is one of limited resources and governing institutions that are structured to operate towards reliability principles that in many ways are designed to deliver services as they've been delivered in the past (and the existing engineering education structure reflects this).
C. CYBERWARFARE NORM
That cybersecurity has become a major challenge for engineered systems is neither new nor particularly surprising. The roots of the challenge lie deep in recent geopolitical history. Partially because the United States was the strongest country left standing after World War II and the collapse of the Soviet Union, and partially because defense expenditures by the United States have consistently been far greater than those of any rival, the conventional military forces of the United States are generally understood to be stronger than those of any other power [44] - [47] . This dominance has driven adversaries, especially state adversaries such as Russia and China, to adopt asymmetric warfare strategies that redefine conflict away from traditional military engagement to longer term ''civilizational conflict'' which among other things, elevates information warfare, disinformation and subversion techniques, and weaponized narrative to priority attack mechanisms [8] , [48] , [49] . In perhaps the most cited military strategy article of the past decade, General Valery Gerasimov, Chief of the General Staff of the Russian Federation, notes that in the twenty-first century there has been ''a tendency toward blurring the lines between the states of war and peace,'' and that ''a perfectly thriving state can, in a matter of months and even days, be transformed into an arena of fierce armed conflict, become a victim of foreign intervention, and sink into a web of chaos, humanitarian catastrophe, and civil war.'' Writing before the successful Russian invasion of Crimea and Eastern Ukraine, General Gerasimov emphasizes [50] :
''The very ''rules of war'' have changed. The role of nonmilitary means of achieving political and strategic goals has grown, and, in many cases, they have exceeded the power of force of weapons in their effectiveness.... The focus of applied methods of conflict has altered in the direction of the broad use of political, economic, informational, humanitarian, and other nonmilitary measures-applied in coordination with the protest potential of the population. All this is supplemented by military means of a concealed character, including carrying out actions of information conflict and the actions of special operations forces. The open use of forces-often under the guise of peacekeeping and crisis regulation-is resorted to only at a certain stage, primarily for the achievement of final success in the conflict.'' Russia is not alone in developing civilizational conflict strategies as an asymmetric response to American conventional dominance. Shocked by the success of allied forces in Desert Storm (1990-1991), Chinese strategists have developed a strategy of ''Unrestricted Warfare'' that contemplates conflict across the entire domain of a civilization, from financial markets to all forms of infrastructure [47] :
''[T]here is reason for us to maintain that the financial attack by George Soros on East Asia, the terrorist attack on the U.S. embassy by Usama Bin Laden, the gas attack on the Tokyo subway by the disciples of the Aum Shinri Kyo, and the havoc wreaked by the likes of Morris Jr on the Internet, in which the degree of destruction is by no means second to that of a war, represent semi-warfare, quasi-warfare, and sub-warfare, that is, the embryonic form of another kind of warfare.'' Iran, North Korea, and others are following in Russian and Chinese footsteps, although not as part of such a structured and formal geopolitical conflict strategy.
The complacency of academic engineering education institutions in light of active cyberwarfare directed at essentially all engineered systems within American, and Western, society is remarkable, and untenable. Engineering students in disciplines from civil and environmental, to biomedical, to industrial engineering are taught to include ever more advanced sensor, computing, communication, and data processing systems in their designs because of concomitant dramatic improvements in function and efficacy. But they are taught next to nothing about information and cybersecurity, both because of the remarkable inertia of engineering curricula to any proposed change, and because their professors were never trained in the subject, are not versed in it, and completely fail to perceive, much less understand, relevant geopolitical shifts. The result is that American engineering education is optimally designed to create a generation of engineering professionals who will, among other things, unknowingly design ever more vulnerability and frailty into the built environment and infrastructure systems that are critical to our society. We should recognize that the integration of cyber technologies into infrastructure is altering the relationships between people and their services.
IV. HUMANS, THEIR SERVICES, AND THE ENVIRONMENT, MEDIATED BY SOFTWARE
Edwin Hutchin's 1995 book Cognition in the Wild describes, through the lens of U.S. Navy pilots and sailors, the differences in cognitive approaches between individuals with no technology (the first sailors) and groups with technology [51] . Hutchins argues that cognition in modern society is composed of multiple agents and their technologies. While sailors on a modern Navy vessel cannot necessarily navigate like early sailors with no technology, they are able to accomplish remarkably more, by compartmentalizing tasks, communicating effectively, and utilizing technology. Technology creates new opportunities for understanding the world around us, and as it accelerates is likely to create radical new relationships between people and their environments.
The rapid integration of cyber technologies into infrastructure and the implications for how humans interact with and demand services may represent a fundamentally new relationship that remains difficult if not impossible to comprehend. Whereas in the past new technologies often represented new capabilities and efficiencies, the hyperconnected and information-driven reality represents a radical change in how we see and experience the world. And artificial intelligence that mediates our interactions with other people, information, and services is positioned to fundamentally alter human experience. Infrastructure are at the center of this change.
Physical infrastructure systems will remain the backbone for cybertechnologies, but how they're used is poised to radically change. Several key dynamics may reshape our relationships with infrastructure:
Physical Systems as the Cyber Backbone: Despite shifts from hardware to software functionality that reduces the need for physical assets [52] , core physical systems will be needed to enable information transfer, analytics, and storage. And who controls the core physical systems will be economically and politically strategically positioned (see Google and Facebook's efforts to deploy fiberoptic lines around the world and recent concern over 5G cellular hardware security) [53] , [54] . Insights into Infrastructure Services: Next, people are and will continue to gain new insights about infrastructure that they didn't have before, thereby changing how they demand infrastructure services. The advent of smart phones created an industry of location tracking and traffic analysis firms that are now delivering products and new insights to travelers about the conditions of roads, how to route to minimize delays, and how to change their travel behaviors to reduce trip times [55] - [57] . While still in its infancy, the possibilities of software making sense of the complexity of the transportation system has remarkable implications for how we use the system based on how the software understands it. Imagine similar insights and software-driven intelligence behind water and energy use, for example. And we are already heavily debating and seeing the implications of such intelligence driving how we consume news and media [58] . Evolving Demands for Infrastructure Services: While it's easy to imagine how new and improved information can make our interactions with infrastructure more efficient (e.g., saving us travel time by rerouting to a path we would have never considered, or managing our appliances to run at low-cost electricity times of day), it's likely that the possibilities offered by cyber technologies will result in demands for new services. The emergence of car, bicycle, and scooter sharing, which is resulting in major changes to how people travel in many major cities [59] , would not have been possible without smart phones and cellular networks. Furthermore, combining modalities with autonomous vehicles means that you end up needing to redefine the urban transportation network completely. Adaptive Capacity: The integration of sensing technologies coupled with analytical capabilities and softwarebased intelligence is likely to create new adaptive capacities for infrastructure. Sensors of various forms that can detect the conditions of assets in the system, both in terms of structure and function, are already being deployed and utilized in new ways. This information will likely drive algorithms that make sense of the overall state of the system, and decisions about how to manage assets to ensure integrity and efficiency. Imagine a SCADA system deciding to triage a portion of a water distribution network where a pipe is expected to fail to ensure that a cascading failure does not ensue. This capability will likely increase the agility and flexibility of infrastructure services to meet more rapid changes in conditions, and respond to hazards. Google Maps may already be showing us this adaptivity, by routing users with considerations of larger systems dynamics when there is a traffic accident. These changes represent just a few of the possibilities of how cyber technologies may change our relationship with infrastructure. Preparing infrastructure managers and engineers for these shifts is critical to ensuring the integrity and safety of cyberphysical systems. As the technologies that define infrastructure change, so must education and governance for these systems.
V. PREPARING FOR CYBERINFRASTRUCTURE
Several critical and immediate efforts are needed to ensure that the integration of cyber-infrastructure results in systems that continue to support society's needs and are safe and secure. While there are certainly hardware and software changes that are needed, we focus these efforts on the institutional management of infrastructure and the training of future managers.
The training around integrated cyberphysical systems at universities is essentially non-existent and should immediately be developed as a core competency, a Fifth Column that can change the status quo of how we view and manage infrastructure [60] . Engineers, architects, planners and other infrastructure managers will still need knowledge around fundamentals of design principles, underlying science, and operations. However, they will need to be trained with new competencies that support a new norm for infrastructure, i.e., one where systems are increasingly focused on information management [61] . Currently, disciplines such as Civil, Environmental, and Mechanical Engineering, Planning, and Architecture (domains largely responsible for the physical systems) train largely independently of Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Information Sciences, and military/security domains. This fragmentation of knowledge is likely to lead to unintended consequences, both in the relevancy of disciplines, and who and what decides how infrastructure services are managed. Cyber technology, information management, and security must become central to the training of infrastructure managers.
To attempt to manage infrastructure today without consideration of the implications of accelerating integration of cyber into the physical systems, is an ethical and professional failure, particularly in light of the increasing cyber attacks on infrastructure. Cyber security competencies must become central to the training of infrastructure managers. New managers must have at least basic competencies to know why different actors might want to target their systems, what techniques they might use to exploit vulnerabilities, and strategies that can be deployed to protect systems ( Figure 2 ) [29] . It has become remarkable easy (both in terms of technology and cost) to layer new and connected technologies into old and new systems, without a comprehensive understanding of the implications, risk, and vulnerabilities. Infrastructure managers must be trained with the tools to understand how to vet hardware and software on devices, encrypt and secure communications, manage access to information, and thwart inside and outside attacks.
Infrastructure managers will need to develop roadmaps that guide the planning and development of their cyber systems into physical, that will require translating federal insights to their locales. It is difficult to find cyber planning and cybersecurity plans for state, regional, and local infrastructure agencies. These plans should immediately be developed and serve as a roadmap for how infrastructure agencies plan on integrating cyber into their systems and protect their systems against threats. Much of the cybersecurity literature identified was developed by federal agencies (namely NIST and DHS) and there is good reason to assume that intelligence agencies are also central to making sense of the challenge. However, when it comes to day-to-day decisions about infrastructure assets limited guidance exists. This information is sorely needed. It should be specific to region (considering local needs and hazards), describe threats across scales (from foreign to local actors), guide managers in how to access vulnerabilities in hardware and software, and provide strategies for protecting systems.
A remarkably difficult challenge will be steering infrastructure as artificial intelligence comes online. Software developers that are developing artificial intelligence appear to be doing so largely independent from those that design and manage infrastructure. The implications of this discoordination are very unclear. Will the software manage services in ways that infrastructure managers hadn't intended? Will it drive infrastructure development in an unplanned direction? Will it monopolize resources beyond the capacity of the system? For every question that we think of there's probably two more that are beyond our comprehension, given the complexity of an AI managed system and its potential for restructuring how we understand and interact with human systems. What is clear is that the tools and techniques that we currently train and deploy are badly out of date, and that the acceleration of the integration of cyber and physical systems is not likely one that we will be able to control. Instead, we'll need to accept that our new role is one of understanding and guiding the emerging complexity.
VI. CONCLUSION
New approaches to how we think about goals and structure of infrastructure, what those systems do, and how they are operated are immediately needed to ensure that societal needs are met into the future. The cyber technologies that are increasingly integrated with physical systems are being developed faster than the infrastructure, resulting in an increasing mismatch between the new capabilities delivered by the cyber technology and the obdurate backbone physical system's capabilities. This is likely to lead to unintended consequences in how infrastructure are used and their reliability. Furthermore, the acceleration of technologies, their pervasive use, and a dearth of knowledge and training among infrastructure managers is creating major vulnerabilities that are already being exploited. Education of infrastructure managers must include cyber technology. The growing complexity of human systems and their relationships with natural and social systems appears to be accelerating and the sooner we accept that the approaches we use to manage the core infrastructure systems that support human activities are rooted in the past century, the sooner we can reinvent infrastructure management for the coming centuries.
